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 focused on quality
At F.G.Bradley’s our goal is to bring you traditional style fun that provides a  
catalyst for families and friends to interact and play together! In this turbulent, 
fast paced age, “family time” away from computers and television is more  
important than ever. We carry distinctive products from around the world that  
will help you find fun new ways to spend quality time together.

Our stores have built a 28 year reputation for superior quality products that  
will stand the test of time. We favour Canadian manufacturers and focus on 
providing a level of service that is not often encountered.

Our Sales Associates pride themselves on being “Game Experts” and will help 
you make the best choices whether you are searching for an entertaining gift 
or planning your new game room. We hope you will visit one of F.G.Bradley’s 
truly unique Greater Toronto Area locations and experience our knowledgeable 
Sales Associates and uncompromising service standards. We are committed 
to you being thoroughly delighted every time you come to visit!     

fun...
      only a click away!

Check out our web site for all the latest 
games and so much more like...
• Design and layout your game room
• Customize your own pool table
• Find the rules to that old game in the closet
• Learn how...with F.G.Bradley’s Expert Tips
• Book a service call and more!

www.fgbradleys.com

still can’t decide?
Don’t worry we  
have the gift that 
always fits. Give  
a f.g.bradley’s  
gift card!

service
Our billiard tables 
come in pieces so 
they will fit into any 
basement or loft. 
Don’t worry, our  
certified billiard  
mechanics will  
assemble it for you! 

yes it fits!

All our billiard tables 
come with a lifetime  
manufacturer’s  
warranty. We are  
confident you won’t 
need it, but it’s our 
commitment that 
your purchase will 
be worry free!

we've got  
you covered!

commercial  
specialists

F.G.Bradley’s 
supply and service 
commercial billiard 
establishments like 
pool rooms and  
recreation centres 
across Canada.

need it delivered,   
setup or fixed?

Sit back, we can  
take care of the 
nuts and bolts! 
We have service 
technicians on staff 
to install or service 
what we sell. 

bring family together!
It’s all about getting together for fun times. The game room is the perfect spot to 
entertain friends or just hang with the kids. Make it a great space with help from 

F.G.Bradley’s. From game tables and bars to décor and lamps, we have everything 
you need to create an engaging atmosphere and set the tone for some serious fun!

F.G.Bradley’s has Certified  
Billiard Mechanics on  
staff to professionally  
fulfill all your  
service needs,  
including:

• Installing billiard/ 
   game tables
• Re-clothing
• Moving
• Dismantling
• Crating
• Leveling

We also do repairs and  
service to all makes  
and models!

certified  
billiard 
mechanics 

LA CONDO  

STAINLESS STEEL

  

BLACK  
CROWN II

 CLASSIC

LA CONDO MYSTERE
2 IN 1 DINING/POOL TABLE
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  la condo  
Pure design meets functionality in the Canada Billiard La Condo  
home entertainment table. This unique table shifts in moments from 
an elegant dining table to a contemporary slate billiard table. No one 
will guess your sleek looking solid wood dining table doubles as the 
center of entertainment in your home. Perfect for small spaces or the 
company board room. Available in 3’ x 6’, 3 ½’ x 7’, 4’ x 8’ and 4 ½’ 
x 9’ sizes. Shown in Victorian Maple finish. Available in 14 standard 
finishes or optional stainless steel.

La Condo Billiard table closed with dining 
top. Shown in Victorian Birch finish.

La Condo Storm billiard table with Silver Matte finish 
and Charcoal Grey Cloth.

matching  
furniture!
We carry a full range of furniture  
made to complement the La  
Condo series tables. Ask about  
cue racks, benches, chairs,  
buffets and console tables.

   la condo  

 divine   
The adaptability of this table will have you playing 
in any space. This gorgeous trestle style table 
from Canada Billiard’s La Condo series of home 
entertainment tables is solid wood throughout with 
a 1” slate playing surface. Four sizes available in 
your choice of finish. Dining top optional.

LA COND
O SERIES POOL TABLES &

 TH
E M

AZE

          la condo  
storm  
Storm is the outdoor version of our 
famous La Condo Series pool table. 
Constructed from solid aluminum,  
this table is finished with weather 
resistant Tiger Drylac® to resist the 
elements. Customizable with a variety 
of cabinet colours and a wide range  
of Sunbrella® weather resistant 
fabrics. Available in 3 ½’ x 7’ and  
4’ x 8’ sizes with one piece slate.

the  
 maze 
This table epitomizes  
contemporary living, with crisp 
clean lines the sophisticated 
design cleverly combining 
the fun of billiards with chic 
architectural elements below. 
Constructed from solid birch 
the Maze is available in 14 
standard cabinet finishes  
and 18 cloth colours.  
Available in 4’ x 8’ size.

5

    la condo  
 mystere       Practicality will have you playing 
in any space with this mission style table from 
Canada Billiards La Condo series of home 
entertainment tables. The Mystere comes in 
two heights (30” and 32”) and is available in 
4 sizes. Although no one would realize your 
dining table is also a pool table when it has 
the dining top on, the La Condo is a pool table 
first featuring 1” slate, Master Speed cushions 
and solid Canadian hardwood construction. 
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Accessories  
Included!
All our tables include a 
Deluxe Dufferin Accessory 
kit so you’re ready to play. A 
$589.00 package! Available 
in five finishes to match your 
billiard table.

rhino
Edgy design at an economical 
price! The Rhino’s unique modern 
look and heavy duty cabinetry 
combine to make a breathtaking 
statement in a contemporary 
game room or commercial 
establishment. Bold straight lines 
and large 8 inch rails make for 
an impressive table with 59 3/4” 
x 103 1/2” outside dimensions. 
This 1” slate table also features 
scratch, stain and burn resistant 
laminate covered solid hardwood 
rails. 4’ x 8’ Rhino comes standard 
with West Latitude finish. Many 
optional finishes available.

invitation
Add a contemporary touch to your game room 
with the clean lines and stylish finishes of 
the Invitation billiard table. This 1”slate table 
features scratch, stain and burn resistant  
laminate covered hardwood rails, leather 
pockets and unique built-in leveling system. 
Tables include local delivery and installation 
by our Certified Billiard Mechanics and a 
complete starter accessory package. This 
exceptional value is a solid, popular choice  
for most Canadian families. Choose from  
three cabinet finishes and 18 cloth colours.  
7’ and 8’ sizes available.

banff
Features traditional lines with ball 
and claw legs. The solid birch rails 
and exquisitely trimmed cabinet 
are hand finished in a choice of 
three luxurious stains. Chocolate 
Pear finish with Khaki cloth shown.

 pacific 
Bold enduring lines and intricate 
solid wood moldings and rails give 
this table a look that will never go 
out of style. Four cabinet finishes 
and 18 cloth choices on either 4’ 
x 8’ or 4 1⁄2’ x 9’ sizes. Chocolate 
Pear Tree finish with Dark Green 
cloth shown.

Invitation pool  
tables available in:
a. Midnight Stroll
b. Chocolate Pear Tree
c. Passion (Not Shown)

Shark  
Billiard Lamp
This lamp with three 

16” brushed nickel 
shades and pool ball 
detail is sure to be a  
conversation starter 
over any pool table.

Home Scoreboard
Keep track of your winning 
score with this solid wood 

scoreboard available in five 
different finishes.

Dufferin  
Deluxe Cue Rack
This 2 piece rack holds 8 cues
and comes in five finishes.

Chicago Billiard/ 
Island Lamp  
The Chicago billiard light combines 
swooping curves with a bold spike 
cluster center accent. This version 
of the light features a bronze finish 
with 3 white mottle glass shades.

Chalk Out Billiard  
Cloth Cleaner
Revolutionary product that cleans and 
refreshes a pool table cloth in 60 seconds! 
Helps cloth last 40-50% longer.

6
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Herrington Billiard Tables 
Canadian-made Herrington Billiard tables provide 
unsurpassed value and exquisite traditional styling. 
These 1” slate tables offer solid wood rails and stylish 
turned or ball and claw legs in two classic hand rubbed 
finishes. The subtle wood grain is highlighted in either 
a rich Dark Walnut stain or in English Cherry. Both 4’ x 
8’ and 4 1/2’ x 9’ sizes are available. Match any décor 
with a choice of 18 cloth colours.

1. Solid Frame - Solid 1-5/8” thick base frame is  
assembled with inserts and bolts for lasting strength.

2. Secured Slate - Slate is secured to the base frame  
with solid wood blocks.

3. 1” Slate - Premium slate from the best quarries.  
Precision machined to within 10/1000 of an inch.

4. Solid Hardwood Rails - Solid white birch rails and 
aprons are bolted to the slate so they will always  
provide lively bounce for every shot. The unique rail 
anchoring system uses steel plates embedded  
precisely in the solid hardwood to keep the rails  
secure and true.

5. Master Speed Cushions - Cushions utilize  
professional “Master Speed” natural gum rubber  
for true rebound and maximum accuracy.

6. Exclusive Leg Levelers - Herrington tables  
incorporate heavy steel levelers inserted into each  
leg with tapping bushings to allow leveling on almost 
any surface. Provides you with a clean look and a  
more stable table.

7. Superior Finish - Numerous coats of carefully  
applied stains and lacquers ensure a peerless  
quality, durable and sumptuous finish.

 
          Made in Canada

 herrington empire 
Rich dark stains on solid  
white birch give the Herrington Empire a warm sophisticated look to this fine piece of furniture. The 
refined curves of the exclusive turned leg reflect understated luxury. 8’ or 9’ sizes in two finishes.

Classic Pub Table  
Our 30” pub table makes the perfect companion 
to our Spectator Chairs or Bar Stools.

Chance Lamp  
The versatile Chance billiard lamp is an 
upscale version of the traditional bar fixture. 
Three 14" glass shades complement a variety 
of metal finishes that are available.

Herrington 4in1  
Combo Rack  
Constructed  from solid maple this 
functional rack holds six cues, two 
sets of balls and has scoring for 
two or more players. Available in 
various finishes.

Classic Spectator Chair   
The perfect vantage point for viewing a game of 
pool. Conveniently equipped with a cue rest and 
drink holder so you can sit in comfort and enjoy  
your opponent missing their shot!

herrington  
sovereign 
Traditional elegance of English  
Cherry hand rubbed finish with Ball  
and Claw legs and Olive coloured cloth.

herrington
governor    The Canadian made Governor 
incorporates drawer storage and exquisite 
traditional styling. This 1” slate table offers 
solid hardwood throughout, with classic 
tapered legs and decorative moldings. 
Available in 16 designer finishes in either 
8’ or 9’ sizes. The Governor will rule any 
game room with elegance.

Accessory 
Drawer   
Integrated into  
the end apron  
this solid wood  
drawer has routered  
cavities to store  
all your billiard  
accessories  
neatly and discreetly.

Why are Herrington Tables World Renowned?  It’s all in the craftsmanship! 

HERRINGTON EMPIRE
EXCLUSIVE TURNED LEGS

H
ERRIN

GTON
 POOL TABLES

8
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Dufferin 4 in 1 Combo Rack
Features a 2 man scoreboard plus  
chalkboard for extra players, ball shelves 
that will fit either a pool or snooker set and 
will hold 6 cues. It even has an extra clip 
for storing a short cue. Dimensions: 41 
3/4'' H x 36 1/2'' W x 3 1/4'' D.

Naugahide  
Table Covers
Protect your pool table with 
one of these heavy-duty 
fitted covers. Available 
in Brown, Camel, Forest 
Green, Black, or Burgundy 
in  a variety of sizes.

Guildford Tiffany Lamp
Set the ambiance with one of our old 
world style 42” tiffany billiard lamps.

classic
Canadian craftsmanship at its finest. 
The sophisticated look of the Classic oak 
pool table will dress up any game room. 
Choose from 8 finishes and 18 cloth 
colours to customize this quality table  
in 8’, 9’, and 10’ sizes.

Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into your house. All 
F.G.Bradley’s tables come totally disassembled to fit through  
any doorway or staircase in your  home. Our Certified Billiard  
Mechanics will handle all the assembly for you and level the  
table to within 10/1000 of an inch of accuracy.

yes ... it fits!

Mason Island/ 
Billiard Lamp  
The vintage, warehouse 
loft design of this fixture 
adds a spacious touch of 
character for any home. An 
olde bronze finish paired with 
clear seedy glass shades 
allows this fixture to be 
perfect for the game room, or 
any other room of the house 
where a touch of character 
is needed. 

Legacy Heritage  
Spectator Chair 
The perfect vantage 
point for viewing a game 
of pool. Conveniently 
equipped with a cue  
rest and drink holder.

 heritage 
Built with solid birch rails  
and panels; the Heritage 4’ x 8’ table has a classic 
demeanour and solid stately look. The legs and frame are 
elegantly detailed with routing and the table incorporates 
Canada Billiard’s exclusive leg leveling system that allows 
for better adjustment of the table. The Heritage pool table 
has been created with nothing but the highest of quality 
components and ALL for a surprisingly low price. It’s the 
perfect center piece for your home game room. 

Park Brushed Nickel  
Island/Billiard Lamp  
This three light fixture paired with 
dome matte opal glass shades 
uses a low profile silhouette and 
straight, clean lines to create 
a sharp and dynamic look. A 
sophisticated touch of brilliance.

revolution 
Canada Billiard has become known for cutting  
edge contemporary billiard table designs. They 
have exceeded expectations with the new  
Revolution table. The sleek oiled Walnut cabinet 
is supported by two metal rectangles creating a 
revolutionary look. This 4 x 8 table features a  
1 inch slate bed and incredible playability. 

Choose from 18 designer colours of 
quality Heritage billiard cloth to match 
any décor.

choose your Colour!

Upgrade your table to a 
Teflon® protected billiard 
cloth and accidental spills 
wipe up with ease! 

Spills Hate  
Teflon®  
Cloth!

Dufferin Corner 
Cue Rack 
Holds 10 cues, balls  
and has a hook for  
your triangle. Four  
finishes available.

10
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Elite Spectator Chair 
Comfortable and stylish, the Elite Spectator Chair 
will be a welcome resting place for your guests 
while you entertain in your game room. Metal 
accents and plush upholstery complete the look.

       Canada Billiard has a 43 year tradition of  
manufacturing superior billiard products. Their 
reputation has been built on crafting fine billiard 
furniture that is second to none. Each solid wood 
table is pre-assembled by master craftsmen in 
their state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in 
Laval, Quebec to assure a perfect fit. Pieces are 
matched and numbered just like in the good old 
days. These tables aren’t held together with  
staples and wood screws. Machine bolts and 
dowels are used for precise and solid assembly. 
All tables utilize a unique built-in leveling  

system that eliminates shimming the legs.  
Rails are fastened using nut plates, threaded 
rods and lock washers to ensure that the rails 
are fastened securely to the slate. This ultimate 
link between rail and slate minimizes vibrations 
and guarantees quiet, lively bounce back and 
playability. Professional “Masterspeed” rubber 
cushions provide true rebound and maximum 
accuracy. All tables conform to B.C.A. (Billiard 
Congress of America) specifications and come 
with a Lifetime Warranty.

 the  canada 
billiard story

tentation  
The traditional straight lines and  
detailed routing adorning this  
solid wood table will make it the  
centerpiece of any game room.  
Available in 8’ and 9’ sizes in a  
variety of finishes.

Cameo Billiard Lamp 
The contemporary Cameo  
family of lamps feature a ribbon 
of colour framed by metal trim.  
Perfect for a modern look in a 
variety of colours and sizes.black  

crown II  
A contemporary choice for your home 
and the preference of billiard clubs 
across Canada. Formica-clad solid 
wood rails and metal accents make this 
a durable and stylish table used in most 
major tournaments across the country. 
Available in 7’, 8’, 9 and 12’ sizes. 

Heritage
Pub Shelf 
 A convenient place 
to set down a drink 
without taking up 
floor space. 

 majesty 
No other  
billiard table can offer the elegance 
of this fine piece of furniture. The 
Majesty embraces traditional  
craftsmanship in either solid  
Oak, Maple, Mahogany, Cherry  
or Walnut woods. Choose from  
26 luxurious hand finishes.  
Available in 7, 8, 9, 10 and  
12’ table sizes.

The Colchester
Billiard Lamp 
The classic look of this lamp will 
light any table with style. Three 
16” golden glass shades on a 
distinctive hammer bronze bar 
will make the perfect finishing 
touch in your game room.

Dufferin  
Home Cue Rack  
This 2 piece rack holds 6 cues  
and comes in five finishes.

Premium
Scoreboard  
It’s easy to keep score 
on this big 26” wide 
solid wood board.

1312
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Elite Bar  
Back Mirror 
The Elite solid wood 55''  
bar back makes a perfect  
complement to any of our  
bars. Expand your storage  
area with this gorgeous back  
bar. Available in Legacy’s  
three traditional finishes.   

La Condo Hanging Bar Back 
Available in two sizes to match the La Condo bar this bar back mirror has 
tons of storage and completes the sophisticated contemporary bar look.   

Classic  
Bar Stool  

A classic captain style 
bar stool that will suit 
any decor. Built from 
solid wood, contains  

a padded seat and 
back rest that are 

upholstered in rich  
faux leather.   

       legacy  

classic  
60" bar 
The Classic Bar is a timeless design for any décor 
built from solid wood with many available hand rubbed 
finishes. This is a beautiful piece of furniture featuring 
recessed panels and incredible details. The back boasts 
lots of storage space with lockable liquor cabinet, wine 
chiller, stemware racks and adjustable shelves. Cheers! 

 la  
 condo 
 bar 
Canada Billiard has created a  
contemporary, customizable bar to 
compliment their La Condo billiard  
table collection. Available in 82”  
and 60” versions with a selection  
of 14 standard stains available.  
Two or three modules can be  
combined to create your perfect  
bar with cupboards, wine racks  
or drawers. Add a back bar, side 
return or mirrored bar back for  
more storage. 

sterling 92" bar 
This huge 92'' long Sterling bar  
will be the envy of all your friends. Easily seats 6 guests and  
features large comfortable arm rail and upper deck. Lots of storage  
boasting many shelves, lockable cabinet and storage drawer. This  
bar even has more versatility with a large refrigerator cavity when  
you remove one shelf. (Refrigerator not included) 

Bar Back Dimensions:
55’ W  x 35’’ H x 6¼’’ D

Bar Dimensions:  
60’’W x 42’’H x 26’’D

30" Return
Optional 30in. 
universal return 
available that can be 
placed on the left or 
right side (shown). 

Bar Dimensions:  
92’’ L x 25¼’’ D x 42’’ H.

  
Return  
Dimensions:  
30’’ L x 21½" D  
x 42’’ H. 

 sterling  72” bar 
Perfect for entertaining.  
This bar offers a large work surface with two dry sinks, stemware 
hangers, lots of shelves, drawer and lockable cabinet. Brushed  
antique brass foot rail and hardware give an elegant look. Optional  
30 inch universal return available that can be placed on the left or 
right side. This bar comes pre-assembled in Black Cherry, Port or 
Nutmeg (shown) finishes. 

Dimensions:  
72’’ L x 25 ¼’’ D x 42’’ H

heritage 72'' bar 
Add a touch of class to your home  

with the gorgeous yet affordable Heritage 72'' bar from Legacy.  
Each bar features large comfortable arm rails, ample storage  

and is available in the three traditional Legacy colours. 

BAR, STOOLS &
 ACCESSORIES

Bar & Kitchen Stools 
Have a seat! Choose from our 
huge selection of high quality 

customizable stools. We have 
something for everyone from 
traditional to contemporary in 

counter, bar or spectator  
height. The options are  

positively endless.

Sterling 
Backed Stool

Our most popular 
wooden stool comes 

in 30” height with 
black bi-cast leather 

upholstered seat. 
Available in Nutmeg, 

Port and Black Cherry.
.

15
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Crosley iJuke  
Based on a classic design, 
this full-sized jukebox boasts 
an AM/FM radio along with the 
ability to play CDs or pair any 
device with built-in Bluetooth® 
technology. Providing a dose  
of nostalgia on the outside  
and an inside filled with  
modern features, the Crosley 
Bluetooth® Jukebox is likely to 
be the focal point in any room.

classic 48” 
octagonal game table  
Be ready for a game of cards or a board game with his 48”  
octagonal table. Features reversible top with a beautiful dining 
table on one side and a felt inlayed game surface with chip trays 
and drink holders on the other. The matching chairs are richly 
upholstered and swivel, tilt and height adjust. Deal ‘em up!  
Shown in Nutmeg finish.

heritage game table set 
A nice solid pedestal base  
game table with 4 comfortable matching chairs. Built to last, this game set  
is uniquely designed to fit any budget. The 48’’ tabletop flips for dining on 
one side and gaming on the other. Available in our standard Port #51,  
Black Cherry #44, and Nutmeg #50 finishes. 

jett8'outdoor pool table 
This modern table is suitable for open-air use and is  
constructed with damp proof materials. Extruded aluminum aprons, legs and square tubular beam  
sub-frame with anti-rust coating are stylish and durable. To ensure your table can compete with the  
elements, the playing surface is comprised of a 1” weatherproof composite material with a UV  
resistant polytech billiard cloth. Each Jett Outdoor Pool Table also comes complete with a full line  
of weather proof accessories ready for some sharking in the sun.

 camden   
 bumper  
 pool  
This multi-function 48” table is the  
perfect space saving entertainment  
center. It’s 3 in 1 design converts  
instantly from a dining table to a  
poker table with the flip of the top. 
Drink holders and chip trays are  
conveniently placed on the poker 
table side. Remove the top to expose 
one of the most skill testing games 
ever invented…Bumper Pool!  
Accessories included. 

arcade pro  

electronic basketball 
This arcade-style basketball game is designed  
for 2 to 4 players with eight competitive games. 
Fully loaded with dual baskets for simultaneous 
action, four basketballs with inflating pump, and 
an electronic scoreboard. Play area folds up to 
save space. Dimensions: 81” L x 43” W x 80.5” H

elite 54"  
game table  

This 2 in 1 game table features a  
gaming surface with eight drink holders  

and chip trays surrounding a padded felt 
play center. Flipping the game surface  

reveals a beautiful dining top. Four  
luxuriously appointed matching chairs  

that swivel and adjust are included.  
Various designer finishes available.  

Shown in Nutmeg finish.

kestell  
folding  
poker tables   Perfect for Friday night poker 
Kestell tables are made in the  
USA from solid wood and the 
 sturdy legs fold up for easy  
storage. 42” and 52” sizes. 

16 17
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Herrington  12’ regal  
shuffleboard table  
Shuffleboard is an entertaining game for any age and the perfect 
compliment to any game room. Herrington tables are made in 
Canada and the durable laminate play surface features five  
different games to play. Available in two finishes and includes 
deluxe Spangler chrome rocks and wax. Walnut finish shown. 
Dimensions: 138"L x 30"W x 33"H

la condo   
shuffleboard 
table  
Canada Billiard’s La Condo Shuffleboard table is 
unique in every way possible and is the perfect 
addition to any game room. Its sleek lines and 
contemporary style match the famous La Condo 
series pool table and you can customize this 
shuffleboard table to match your billiard table 
stain or room décor with 14 standard finishes. 
Available in 9’, 12’, 14’ or 16’ sizes and a  
stainless steel version is also available.

heritage   
 9' or 12’  
shuffleboard 
table  
This is a great shuffleboard table for the  
budget conscious family. Available in 9’ or  
12’ sizes it features 1-1/2” thick x 15” wide  
solid hardwood with a UV Polyurethane 
surface incorporating climate-adjusters.  
The black vinyl Laminate cabinet boasts  
leg levelers and abacus scorers.  
Great family fun!

jett  
striker 7ft air  
hockey table 
The air-powered ultra-smooth and hardened play surface will keep 
your family or guests entertained for hours on end. Sturdy and 
durable enough to put up with even the most aggressive younger 
players featuring a sleek finish, super strong rails, and fold-up LED 
Electronic Scoring and Sound.  Your house is bound to be the hit of 
the neighbourhood!  Comes complete with all accessories.

Jett 7ft Ping Pong  
Conversion Top
Two-piece conversion top is the perfect addition to your Striker Air Hockey 
table or the JETT Compact 6’ Pool Table. The Striker scoreboard folds 
down allowing you to add the conversion top on the air hockey table for 
some ping pong fun. Comes with net set and 2 bats and balls.

      jett  

jr. compact  
 6’ pool table 

Don’t have room for a full size pool table? Want 
a great table for the kids? Our Junior Compact 
6ft pool table is the answer! This 3’ x 6’ (Playing 
Surface 63’’ x 31½’’) table is solidly constructed 
in a black finish with silver highlights. This unit 
comes complete with accessories.

Shuffleboard  
Wax 
Fast wax in flake form so the  
rocks slide smoothly across 
the table. Ultra Fast wax in 
bead form rolls between  
rocks and playing surface.

Billiard  
Accessories 
From chalk to 
cues to pool balls, 
we have a huge 
selection of 
everything 
billiards! 

19
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     jett  
power stick    
 bubble hockey
Face off at home with this awesome dome hockey from  
Jett Games. Strong steel rods, coupled with super-fast  
gear-box action and clutch system, make this game a  
winner. Electronic scoring unit brings the crowd to its  
feet with every goal for non-stop family action.

     jett  
 power flo   
 7’  hockey  
table 
He shoots, he scores! Our ultimate 7’ hockey 
game -built to last with a sturdy commercial  
style cabinet and a super fast air glide playing 
surface with ‘’goal in the rail’’ design. Solid  
aluminum rink walls assure incredible puck  
rebound for many years to come! Side  
mounted electronic scoring with fun sound  
effects and game timer will keep  
everyone in the game.

 roberto sport  

college  
foosball table
Durable tempered glass playing surface 
provides the fast ball response needed for 
competitive play. Telescopic rods ensure 
safety during aggressive matches. Solid 
plywood construction with strong metal  
legs and trim make this Roberto Sport 
Italian made table tough to beat.

    jett      
 challenge
 foosball table 
The perfect family table! A modern design with 
durable Walnut Formica finish, black one piece 
laminate play surface and side ball returns. 
Solidly constructed and ready for lightning fast 
action for 2 or 4 players. Soccer balls included.

 FA.BI.  
foosball table 
Unbreakable tempered glass and ball bearing 
bushings provide quick, smooth play, while a  
solid 1 inch plywood cabinet, cast iron legs, and 
telescopic rods provide durability that rivals the 
coin operated version. Made in Italy, this top of 
the line model includes 10 foosball balls.

Solidly constructed, this contemporary table will 
provide your family with years of competitive 
entertainment. There isn’t a better table for the 
price with features like a tempered glass playing 
surface, balanced tournament men, ball bearing 
bushings, drink holders and leg levelers.

  jett  
tournament
foosball table

jett 
 rod hockey  
 table All the arcade action in a sturdy home  

rod hockey table at an amazing price. 
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Made in  
Germany

Table Tennis  
Conversion Top 
Transform your billiard table 
to table tennis with this space 
saving solution for the active 
family. Fits standard 4' x 8' 
and 4½ x 9 billiard tables  
and comes in two sections  
for easy 2 person setup  
and take down. 

Conversion  
Top Dolly
Easy solution for storing 
and moving your Table 
Tennis Conversion Top. 
Easy to assemble and 
comes with security 
attachment system  
and large storage area.

Jett 4-Player Pack
The perfect set to kick your games into high 
gear! Comes with 4 Jett Velocity table tennis 
bats, designed by champions for beginners 
to intermediate players! Also comes with four 
orange and four white 1star balls. Everything 
stores in a handy zipper storage bag.

Table Tennis Cover
Vinyl cover to keep your  
table clean when it is  
not in use. Works with  
all table types in open  
or closed position. 

joola  
triumph  
18 table tennis table  
The Joola Triumph 18 is a mid-level two piece table  
and features an 18mm charcoal finished surface.  
Supported by a sturdy white warp-resistant frame  
and white undercarriage. Includes four built-in ball  
holders, magnetic scoreboard, and ready-to-install net.  

kettler  
 stockholm GT 
Sturdy construction and unique safety features make this the bestselling 
table tennis. Oval steel tube legs, ¾” surface thickness, and  double caster 
wheels with foot lock are just a few of the endless features on this table. 

kettler  
 verso 7.0i 
Made in Germany, the Kettler® Verso 7.0i is a good quality indoor residential table tennis table 
with a thick 19 mm (0.75 in) wooden top. The rotating handle locking mechanism makes it safe 
for unfolding to playing position or folding to compact storage position. Swivel casters include 
two that lock, making the table easy to move and to secure. The certified true tournament 
bounce, permanent net system, blue top, multi-layer paint process, black painted undercarriage 
and true playback for practice use make it the ideal table for your family and friends.

kettler  

champ 5.0  
Institutional/Tournament 
style table with a heavy duty chassis perfect  
for schools, clubs and homes that want the  
ultimate table. This table has massive 2 inch  
square steel tube legs with special synthetic  
powder coating to guard against corrosion  
and surface scratches. The centre transport  
frame is also powder coated heavy gauge  
steel tubing.

TABLE TEN
N
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Kettler outdoor table tennis 
Take our favourite game outdoors with a 
Kettler absolutely weatherproof ping-pong 
table. KETTLER aluminum table tennis tops 
are regarded as a pioneering technology 
in the development of weather resistant 
outdoor table tennis. The ALU-TEC™ 
aluminum tables are manufactured in their 
German factory by encapsulating a resin 
treated board in aluminum. This process 
permanently seals the wood for years of 
durability while allowing the playing surface 
to retain a true bounce for exciting outdoor 
play. Following an extensive series of stress 
and stability tests, all KETTLER outdoor 
tops are fitted with ALU-TEC™ proprietary 
ALU-TEC Climate-Control underside that 
controls expansion and contraction due to 
weather changes. 
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Billiard table prices include the manufacturers’ limited lifetime warranty and products are subject to the terms thereof. Prices for model variations and other table sizes are 
available upon request from your local retail location. Additional delivery charges may apply to outlying areas. See store for details. Prices on all products in this catalogue 
are in effect while quantities last or until store closing time on November 30th, 2016. Certain products available at participating F.G.Bradley’s locations only. All colours, 
models and sizes may not be available at all stores or at all times. Although every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this publication, we 
cannot be held responsible for pricing or description errors or omissions. Products may not be exactly as shown. Prices shown are in Canadian funds and do not include 
applicable taxes. F.G.Bradley’s® is a registered trademark of Playit Incorporated. All rights reserved.

PROUDLY CANADIAN OWNED AND OPERATED

Pickering Town Centre
1355 Kingston Rd.  
Pickering, Ontario
Lower Level Sears Wing
(905) 420-6113 
1-888-456-GAME

Sherway Store 
192 North Queen Street  
Etobicoke, Ontario 
Across from Sherway Gardens
(416) 622-7084 
1-866-407-5400

Fairview Mall
1800 Sheppard Ave. E  
North York, Ontario
Lower Level near The Bay
(416) 494-0094
1-800-829-4981  www.fgbradleys.com    

kettler  

Champ 3.0  
The Champ 3.0 is an  
Institutional/Tournament level table with a  
heavy duty chassis perfect for schools, clubs 
and homes that want a better table. This table 
also features Kettler Sure Track, a unique centre 
guide folding mechanism that assures smooth 
folding and extra chassis strength.

 la condo  
 table tennis  
Ping pong has never looked so good. The sleek lines  
and contemporary styling of this table tennis matches  
the famous La Condo Series pool table. You can  
customize the solid birch cabinet with over 14  
standard finishes to match your room. It utilizes a  
Kettler 3/4 inch composite wood top which incorporates  
a professional multi-process finish for Certified True  
Bounce and warp resistance. Tournament lines are 
screened on the surface so they are smooth and even  
with the play surface. Unique UV defiant top-coat finish  
resists fading and aids in scratch resistance. Complete 
with a deluxe net and durable resin net posts that are 
designed to remain in play position at all times. This  
table is regulation 5’ x 9’ with a Blue, Green or Black  
table top.
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